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 DALTON PLAN AND TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS. 45

 THE DALTON PLAN AND THE TEACHING OF

 MATHEMATICS.

 BY Miss F. A. YELDHAM, B.Sc.

 THE Dalton Plan, which has been discussed so much recently, is a change of
 organisation within school which affects a girl's whole school life and her
 general development more than her work in individual subjects. I am
 obliged in describing it to devote a few minutes to speaking of general school
 life, and when I turn to the teaching of mathematics there seems so little
 to say, that could not be said as appropriately of teaching in ordinary circum-
 stances that I do not know if it will justify the consideration of this meeting.

 There has been a certain organisation in schools since girls' secondary
 schools opened, and the women from them who have had the enterprise to
 give public service in so many and new directions are evidence of its success
 in the main. There were a few points in this organisation which appeared as
 defects, and the aim of the Dalton Plan is to remedy these.

 The chief failing perhaps was due to the desire on the part of teachers to
 have a well-ordered school with every movement well thought out and arranged
 beforehand for the benefit of the girls, and the forgetfulness that the autocracy
 which succeeded best in this, did so at the expense of the full and free develop-
 ment of the individual. In the extreme case we arranged every minute of a
 girl's life for her from ten minutes before prayers in the morning, until she was
 out of the school gates in the afternoon. Whatever the importance of the
 subject under attention, at each bell, several in the course of the day, she must
 stop doing it and do something else. There was a consensus of opinion that
 a girl's interest in any subject lasted exactly forty minutes, and that the periods
 of forty minutes must be synchronised for the few hundred girls in the school.
 Each lesson, therefore, was brought to a close with the bell, and then we did
 something else, not with natural zest and interest so much as from a sense
 of loyalty to the time-tables which had been approved by the Board of
 Education.

 Most of the intervals between the bells were used for lessons. For several

 years Inspectors have inspected teachers, not scholars, and the teacher's part
 has been the active part in the class room. Teachers "gave lessons," and
 many have interpreted this to be freedom of movement, freedom of speech and
 freedom of thought for themselves, while the girls sat receptive, quietly in
 their seats raising a hand as a prelude to speech and bending forward only
 upon permission to write. A teacher could lead a lesson where she would.
 Sometimes a girl would ask a question, but to attract attention to herself by
 asking a series of questions and insisting on a point until she understood it,
 while she was a member of a class, required real courage, and to explore the
 bypaths into which her individual whim took her when the teacher preferred
 the straight road, showed a forwardness which was not quite right form.

 Even at home the girl was controlled from school. Preparation had to be
 done on certain evenings in a definite time, and there was quite as much
 censure for overtime spent upon it as for undertime.

 The scheme of work for the year was known to all in authority, but the girl
 rarely saw more of it at a time than the lesson being given, and the preparation
 set upon that lesson.

 The Streatham Secondary School has over 780 pupils. The Upper School,
 of about 530, adopted the Dalton Plan sixteen months ago, and the Junior
 Departments have had a modification of it in operation since last September.
 It is still in the experimental stage, and we are still making modifications.

 By the Dalton Plan as we know it, the assignment, or programme of work
 to be done in the course of the month, is given to the girls. It tells them the
 matter to be taken and should give guidance as to the method of attack.
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 The number of lessons is kept down to a minimum, in Mathematics it is three
 periods of forty minutes a week in the Second and Third Forms, and two
 periods a week in the Fourth Forms and above. The subject mistress has one
 other period when she may call together a group of girls (not a class) to explain
 a point, and for the remainder of the time the girl does the work when she
 chooses. At school, as far as possible, she works in the subject room, where
 she may consult the mistress or a book in the subject library. The mistress
 uses her lesson time as she thinks best, for lesson, or discussion, or free study.
 At tutorial times she is consulted, or she corrects work or tests individual girls
 in any way she finds suitable.

 The girl must satisfy the mistress on one assignment before she begins the
 next. Because of varying abilities the assignments are now graded. The
 lower grade is within the range of the slowest girl and must be done by all, the
 middle grade gives opportunity for wider reading and deeper thought, and the
 higher grade encourages the brilliant girl to study as far as she can, but neither
 middle nor higher grade may encroach upon the next assignment.

 The approximate apportionment of periods (that is forty-minute periods)
 per week is posted in the rooms, and it is each girl's responsibility to see that
 she arranges her time with sense and forethought, keeping a balance between
 procrastination and overwork and worry, while she finishes her work to time.

 The girl holds a card throughout the month. On one side she keeps account
 day by day of the quality of work done, and on the other side as each assign-
 ment is finished, the subject mistress enters her remarks upon the quality of
 it. These cards are much less formal than the reports sent home at the end
 of term and much more intimate between girl, mistress and parent. They are
 used for criticism and advice, and both are given quite frankly. There is also
 a chart in each subject room for all the class. This is the property of the
 mistress, but the entries on it are made by the girls.

 It is hoped that giving a girl more responsibility and practice in using
 judgment in distributing her time wisely among all her conflicting claims will
 be a better preparation for her for life. Another generation will be able to
 say if this is so. In a matter more immediately shown, it is hoped that when
 turning to a subject at times of her own choosing, she will come to it fresher
 and with more enthusiasm, and will take more interest in her own education.

 Before saying anything of this year's experience or making any criticism,
 I should mention that my subjects are Mathematics and Physics, and that
 I am not responsible for either the Mathematics or the Science of the school.
 In any new venture each one sees a different aspect, and I think you
 would prefer that I give quite simply one or two points which have occurred
 to me during the change.

 The first point I noticed eighteen months ago, when the Plan was put to us,
 was that the checking up on girls' and mistresses' charts emphasised quantity
 of work done. Perhaps nowhere is this less defensible than in the subject of
 Mathematics. A mathematics assignment on its lowest plane consists of a
 number of exercises to be worked and shown up. Checking off on the charts
 a number of exercises worked through eventually correctly or showing a file
 full of neatly copied work may satisfy a mistress as quantity of work done,
 but it is no guarantee of a principle understood or a power gained. It is a
 confusion of idea that quality of work, or, better, mastery of work is measurable
 as quantity written.

 If a girl is given an assignment which is merely a number of questions to
 work and allowed to get any help she pleases, she may take the order literally
 and feel the assignment properly carried through when the answers are written,
 whether she understands what she has written or not. I know from the
 remarks dropped by others that the view still obtains that mathematics is
 merely written work which can be cleared off quickly. In class teaching there
 were short tests, when girls worked unaided and to time, which showed the
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 teacher where help to understanding was needed, and something to serve this
 purpose is still necessary. It is almost a tradition to give girls sums and
 exercises only, leaving them to become more skilful as they pass up the school
 in divining the purpose of the work given them, but if a girl is to be responsible
 more than before for educating herself she must be let into the secrets of the
 aims of her task. I do not see why an assignment could not say " Here is a
 principle to understand and it will help you to apply it to these questions,
 or " You need to be quick and accurate in manipulating these symbols, practise
 on these exercises." We are never sure exactly how much children read
 between the lines, and in some way or other we should keep before them the
 view of exercises as stepping-stones only to the bank of understanding and
 power. Robert Recorde spoke like this to his scholar in 1543, and did no harm
 by taking him into his confidence about his own mathematical education.
 The checking up then would be " I understand," or " I am skilful," rather than
 "These answers are right."

 In the grading, if the aim of the work is to gain a power, e.g. facility in
 the manipulation of symbols, some girls need more exercises for practice
 than others; what is barely sufficient for the slow, probably involves a
 marking of time for the quick-only a little on each rule, but during
 school life a considerable wastage. The Dalton Plan should eliminate
 unproductive labour. If the quick girl may stop working the lower set of
 exercises on the rule as soon as she has gained power and find in the
 higher grade exercises combining this rule with another, so as to introduce
 a little difficulty, the aim of the grading seems to be satisfied. Her time and
 effort are being better used than in preparing paper for the waste paper basket
 by completing the lower assignment.

 On a short assignment it is more difficult to grade when there is a principle to
 be understood, because in understanding a principle a girl either understands or
 she does not understand. I will illustrate from Applied Mathematics. If
 the assignment asks for the principle of the lever there is no half-understanding
 about the sum of the moments of the forces. If the principle is understood
 the girl can see balance, crowbar, nutcrackers, etc., as easy cases of levers, and
 can dealwith the numerical values given to the several forces and their distances
 from the fulcrum. There is the one principle standing as a whole behind all
 this work, and either it is mastered or it is not mastered,-the work must be
 put in its entirety in the lower grade. To put in the middle and higher grades
 more problems on the same lines is merely amassing work, and it may become
 running the gamut of the multiplication table or decimal fractions for the girls,
 who least require the practice in them. It is not encouraging deeper thought
 so much as marking time. Perhaps the examination of the weighing machine
 at a goods station to see it as a lever and find the points of application of the
 forces, or looking into the wheel and axle, more nearly approximates to the
 idea of the grading. But it is then unfortunate, if you have asked the girls in
 the lower grade to look around for examples of levers in daily use, or are
 reserving the wheel and axle for the next lower assignment. In the higher
 grades of a longer assignment could come the questions which call for selection
 of knowledge from a wider field and its orderly application to the data.

 To describe briefly the work of one month, I am taking an assignment of
 the Fourth Form Applied Mathematics. The assignments are given out.
 We can rely on four long lessons only, but the laboratory is open most of the
 week, and girls come in as they please unless, as sometimes happens, we are
 crowded and have to ask a few to go elsewhere and write up notes. The
 assignment began with four questions on the windlass and capstan, seeking
 all we thought a girl of fourteen could be expected to master of them. An
 unemployed ex-soldier made us a model of a windlass, which we set up over a
 sink and which works splendidly, even to showing friction. Everything is
 done practically first and the mathematical argument follows. Working alone
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 the girls took first the question on the meaning of mechancial advantage.
 They lifted the 200 grs. weight directly and by turning the handle, and the
 advantage of the latter method was very noticeable. A spring balance
 put to the handle registered about 45 grs. Then they examined and
 described the machine. In the lesson we concentrated on the drum

 and arm, and found something akin to a lever in it, an idea which
 became more apparent when the machine was looked at from the end
 and drawn in plan. Then it showed that the mechanical advantage was
 dependent on the ratio of the radii of arm and drum, and these were
 measured and the ratio found. Lastly, reasons had to be found for the
 mechanical advantage found in the two ways not being in exact agreement.
 One question on pulleys asked about the single pulleys in map supports and
 windows. It brought on a discussion, repeated several times with individual
 girls, of window fittings generallv,-sash windows and venetian blinds. The
 next piece of work was to set up pulleys in the two ways indicated and find
 practically the mechanical advantage, then to argue from previous ideas what
 the mechancical advantage in each case should be. The case of the weightless
 pulleys follows upon this as a corollary, though I suppose in theoretical work
 it still is taken first. There were questions on purposes to which pulleys could
 be put. The second lesson was used for individual practical work and dis-
 cussions, because the girls by that time were at various stages. A lesson had
 to be given on Centre of Gravity, and the practical work on it was to find the
 centre of gravity of several lamina, and chair and basket. The usual explana-
 tions of overturning vehicles were asked. In the whole month it was found
 that only two ordinary lessons were given.

 We ask for certain pieces of work to be written up carefully, others may be
 written or not as the girls please. I much prefer a careful and full spoken
 explanation, such as one is so often called upon to give in life, to a scanty
 written one. No guidance is given in writing notes unless it is seen to be
 required. We assume that if our points are clear and in order in lessons and
 discussions, they will remain clear and in order in the writing up. Written
 work is corrected at any time. The wise girl offers it frequently and keeps her
 book right. It is, however, very easy to say that to-morrow will do, and a
 mistress who receives a whole month's work to correct on the last day of the
 month generally sees to it that it does not happen a second time.

 Some find that correcting is not so monotonous now that one or two books
 are offered at a time, but in Geometry or in any case where there is an argument
 to follow closely, there seems an advantage in correcting several, say a dozen
 or eighteen, while the mind is on it.

 The girls have responded well to the scheme, and, with a few exceptions,
 they are taking their work earnestly and sensibly. We have always trusted
 our girls, and so have had their co-operation from the beginning. The majority
 choose their own grade-lower, middle or higher-satisfactorily, but there are
 always a few whose confidence is greater than their power, and a few who will
 do the minimum. They are finding corrections more helpful when they stand
 by the mistress and there is immediate understanding and overcoming of the
 difficulty. Since there has been tutorial work and easier access to the mistress,
 the diffidence about asking questions during lessons has vanished. In fact,
 the tables may be turned and the girls take the active part in a lesson, and by
 their insistent questions spur a mistress on to give more than she intended.
 This happened in the lesson on centre of gravity. The class led the way,
 and I now understand that the lesson should be the starting point of enough
 threads of thought to last a whole term-in fact, we have had to send the
 overflow up to the Science Club for discussion. It has been said that if a
 lesson is properly given, there should be no need to ask any questions on it.
 I may be wrong, but I prefer the lesson which leaves a girl with the thought
 that there is more beyond which is worth her enquiry. A few points begun

 48
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 in this lesson were: the laws of motion, the path of a projectile influenced by
 several forces, resolution of forces, the idea of slices of infinite thinness of
 objects, which they would like to apply another way to the common geometrical
 figures, triangle and parallelogram, thinking of them as solids of infinite thin-
 ness rather than as surfaces of two dimensions only, and thus getting new and
 practical properties to medians of triangles and diagonals of parallelograms.
 This can become diffuse, and one is obliged to ask for precision of thought and
 statement at times, but these girls can and do sit down to their books after-
 wards and struggle to get the word or phrase to give the right meaning to their
 notes. The freedom of the Dalton Plan has been a great help in awakening
 interest, but I attach more importance to the conviction of the girls that
 Applied Mathematics holds something of practical value in life.

 There is one great difficulty in Mathematics which I have left to the last-
 books. Subjects like English, History and Geography have in the last twenty
 years added many well-written books suitable for use in schools either as
 text-books or library books. In Mathematics most, not all, of the histories
 are written for older students. There are not many lives of mathematicians
 written simply and interestingly-this point was put to me a few months ago
 by the Oxford Press. Mathematics has served the needs of men from time
 immemorial, and is behind every activity of his, and the story of old-time
 Mathematics could be made most interesting, if any mathematician had the
 gift. When our girls are in English, History and Geography rooms they may
 if they wish take a book and read on the boundary of, if not a little beyond,
 the assignment, and the time is not ill-spent because of the interest it awakens.
 They are just as interested in books on Mathematics. A few of my books
 were in my room last year and they were constantly borrowed, and brought
 up to me to be discussed. But the pity is that there are not enough suitable
 ones.

 In text-books, Histories and Geographies have long since given up being
 lists of dates and events, rivers and towns and exports. Their writers have
 realised the value of description and that the development of a country is a
 living story. Mathematics books are still very cut and dried. Books in
 other sciences suggest experiments which lead to the discovery of truths-
 many mathematics books still state only the results of experiments. In
 Mathematics the majority of books are unsuitable for the Dalton Plan, being
 written during the years when classes depended upon teachers for good and
 frequent lessons. There are teachers' editions written in too advanced a
 style for girls, and smaller books of sets of examples for practice.

 With lessons cut down to a minimum, good explanatory books would be a
 help, but they must be written by some one who knows the subject he is
 writing and its simple applications. It should not be necessary to say this,
 but I have recently noticed a few points in books which are being recom-
 mended for school children-a section devoted to practice in substituting
 abstract numbers in physical and other formulae to the wholesale confusion
 of units and dimensions, exercises to which arbitrary answers have to be given
 with now and then a question contradicting the one immediately before it,
 a section stating formulae of all sorts and kinds, sometimes giving a meaning
 to the symbols, but never any indication as to the building up of the formula,
 and sums to be worked on these, much reproduction of type sums without
 explanation, merely unintelligent rote work, and inaccurate mention of facts
 from all the sciences and industries of man. They may be very interesting and
 suggestive books, but they are most harmful in the hands of an unqualified
 teacher. From the same source comes their own indictment,-" It is a well-
 known fact that children do not apply their Mathematics in the Physics
 room."

 I am dwelling rather long on this point, but as auto-education, and with it
 self-expression, extend we shall find that what we offer children will come
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 under review, and I should like to see improvements in readiness. Perhaps
 I may mention the lines on which I think one or two of the children's demands
 will come.

 1. Much of the introductory Mathematics can be learnt in a laboratory as
 any other science. Children enjoy handling matter, and Mathematics was
 Egyptian before it was Greek. A book could suggest how to investigate:
 space and its measurement in volume; surfaces, developable and undevelop-
 able, their formation and characteristics and area; mass and weight. There
 is a paragraph or so on part of this in A Little Book on <Map Projections, by
 Mary Adams. It is simple and explanatory, and I do not see why the whole
 of this section cannot be written up in a similar style in a book to be used for
 revision.

 2. The chapter headings of school mathematics books should be recon-
 sidered. I do not mean that many would be rejected, but that we should
 have asked ourselves again in these altered circumstances of education upon
 what grounds each can claim its place.

 I hope, in spite of my criticisms, that I have left the impression that the
 Dalton Plan is a possible organisation in a school, and probably much pre-
 ferable to the old. F. A. YEILDIAM.

 108. Rigby Kewley, Rector of Baldock, Hon. Can. Rochester, tells of
 Kingsley's Tripos, 1842: One question remained.... Describe a Common
 Pump. Of the internal machinery of the pump, Kingsley was unable to
 render a scientific account, but of the outside his vivid imagination supplied
 a picture which his facile pencil soon transferred to paper. Under the heading
 'Describe a Pump,' he drew a grand village pump in the midst of broad
 grins, and opposite the porch of an ancient church. By the side of ye pump
 stood in all pomposity of office, ye village beadle, with uniform and baton.
 Around were women and children of all ages, shapes, dress, and sizes, each
 carrying a crock, a jug, a bucket, or some vessel large or small.... Around
 the pump itself was a huge chain, padlocked, and surrounded by a notice:

 This pump locked during Divine Service.
 This Kingsley sent up to the examiners as his answer to the question....
 S clever that the moderator of the year had it framed and hung up on the
 wall of his room.-Life and Letters of Kingsley, i. 62. [Frost's Collection cover.
 ing this date omits the Bookwork of 1842 and other years, so I cannot check
 the fact of the question.]

 109. Jane Welsh Carlyle. School at Haddington: Boys and girls went to
 the same school; they were in separate rooms except for Arithmetic and
 Algebra. Jeannie was the best of the girls at Algebra .... She was always
 anxious to work hard, and would sit up half the night over her lessons. One
 day she had been greatly perplexed by a problem in Euclid; she could not
 solve it. At last she went to bed; and in a dream got up and did it, and
 went to bed again. In the morning she had no consciousness of her dream;
 but on looking at her slate, there was the problem solved.-Carlyle's Reminis-
 cences, p. 54.

 110. Brougham is all day long working sums in algebra, or extracting cube
 roots, and while he pretends to be poring over the great book (the cases of
 the parties) before him, he is really absorbed in his own calculations.-
 Greville. Memoirs, Dec. 2, 1838.

 111. Alfieri, at the Academy of Turin, " learned a little Latin, and tried,
 in vain, to acquire the elements of mathematics; for, after the painful appli-
 cation of several months, he was never able to comprehend the 4th proposi-
 tion of Euclid, and found all his life after that " he had an anti-geometrical
 head."
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